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We prove a Szego-type theorem for some Schrodinger operators of the form 
H = -l/24 + V with V smooth, positive and growing like V,, l.xlk, k > 0. Namely, 
let n, be the orthogonal projection of 15’ onto the space of the eigenfunctions of H 
with eigenvalue <A; let A be a 0th order self-adjoint pseudo-differential operator 
relative to Beals-Fefferman weights q(x, r) = 1, @(x, <) = (1 + / (1’ + V(x))“’ and 
with total symbol a(x, c); and let fE C(lR). Then 
1 
lim __ 
1 
A+X rank n, trf(=AAnA) = 1% vol(H(x, <) Q A) I 
f(a(x, 0) dx d< 
HC1 
(assuming one limit exists). 
INTRODUCTION 
Let H = - &l + V be a Schrodinger operator on L*(lR”) with a positive, 
smooth potential V(x) N V, 1 x Ik, for some real k > 0, as /x I-+ co. Such 
Schrodinger operators are well known to have a discrete spectrum of eigen- 
values 0 < A, < 1, < . . a co and a complete set of eigenfunctions 
vj(x) E Lz(lR”). We thus have for each 1 a finite rank orthogonal projection 
7cA of L2 onto the span of the vj’s for Aj < A. 
Now let A = a’+(~, D,) be a bounded, self-adjoint pseudo-differential 
operator on L 2(R”) with a symbol a(~, {) satisfying the estimates 1 azafa I < 
C,,( 1 + H(x, 0) - ‘4”2, where H(x, <) = 4 l<l’ + V(x). Then z~Ax~ is a finite 
rank symmetric operator, and so we may define its spectral measure ,D* as 
the sum of J-functions at its eigenvalues; equivalently, forfE C(lR), p*(J) = 
trf(xAAxA). Our purpose in this article is to prove the following Szego-type 
limit theorem for these vu,: 
When f(x) =x, this says the average eigenvalue of A compressed to 
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{u E L* 1 (1lu, ~)/(a, U) Q A} equals in the “high energy limit” the average 
value of it i symbol a@, <) compressed to {(x, <) ] H(x, 0 <A). This is of 
course a lrersion of the correspondence principle between classical and 
quantum statistical mechanics, as applied to the “Heaviside step ensemble” 
(a+ in the hotation of [ 121). When f(x) is approximately the characteristic 
function of an interval 1, this says that in a mean value sense the proportion 
of eigenval les of A in I equals the proportion of values of a(x, <) in I; so a 
Szego theo:,em is one response to the question of comparing the values taken 
by Q~(x, D,:) to those taken by a(x, 4). 
Although the SzegS theorem could probably be proved directly along the 
lines of [8], our proof proceeds by replacing the Heaviside ensembles by the 
canonical ensemble (A)(t) = (tr e-‘“)-l tr(AeetH). Our first step, then, is to 
construct Iseudo-differential approximations to eefH. The recipe for this is 
almost cla:sical (e.g., [3]), except that we must work within a calculus of 
symbols 
In the language of Beals-Fefferman (cf. [l]), this is the calculus of symbols 
relative to the weights ~(x, 4) = 1, @(x, c, 2) = (H(x, r) + IA])“*; in 
Hormander’s theory [7], this is the Weyl calculus with metric g(x, r)(y, r) = 
lQl* + 1~~12/(1~1 + H(x,<)h in the terminology of Kumanogo and 
Taniguchi [lo], this is the calculus with weight n(x, 0 = (In] + H(x, <))‘I*. 
We wish tcl emphasize, however, that the weights relevant to us are so simple 
that it seems more appropriate and more illuminating to develop what we 
need of @O theory from scratch, rather than to appeal to these general 
theories. Ir Section 1 therefore, we build up the calculus of symbols SE,, for 
appropriate: V, using only some standard facts that may be found in [ 131. 
We may tl.en construct approximate resolvent and heat symbols, with errors 
of highly negative order. In Section 2, we bring in the relevant weighted 
Sobolev spaces and derive the continuity and trace class properties of yDO’s 
with symbols in Sz,,. This will allow us to neglect lower order terms of the 
averages i I the limit. In Section 3, we use Abelian-Tauberian theory to 
replace Heaviside ensembles by the canonical heat ensembles, which can be 
easily compared by the ~00 theory. We then get the averaging theorem, i.e., 
the case Tvhere f(x) =x. In Section 4, we use the argument of [ 161 to 
conclude t re Szegii theorem from this case. 
What w: prove here is a generalization of the SzegBtype theorem of [9], 
and convel’sations with G. Janssen provided the main impetus for this article. 
Of course a moment’s glance at [ 161 or [4] will show what a great debt is 
owed then:, too. Finally, we would also like to thank L. Smith for helpful 
conversaticms on the exposition. 
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1. CALCULUS OF SYMBOLS RELATIVE TO H 
Let V be a positive potential on RR, and let L vary over a curve r c G 
enclosing R + ; for example, let r be made up of two half-lines hinged at -1 
and making angles of l 7r/4 with respect to R ‘. Let H(x, <) = 4 ]rl* + V(x), 
and define 
DEFINITION 1.1. SgsA, the space of symbols of order m relative to 
(II, 2) = {a(x, <, A) E C”O(lRf~, x r> 1 p,aqq < C,,(H(x, <) + )q”2(m-‘B’)}. 
Examples: (i) q(x) E Si+, if q is bounded with bounded derivatives. 
(ii> 4(t) E SI,, if and only if m > 0 and q is a polynomial. 
(iii) If H(x, l) = 4 I<]* + 4 [xl2 and a(x, r) behaves like a sum of 
homogeneous functions of (x, <) (cf. [7]), then it is a symbol here, but not 
vice-versa. 
DEFINITION 1.2. 9E,A, the space of m th order ~DO’S relative to (H, A) 
are operators of the form 
a”‘(~, D,, A) u(x) = (2~)~” 1 a(i(x + y), r, I) e’*“X-Y’u(y) dy d& 
with a E Si,,. 
This is the “Weyl correspondence” formula for a ~00 (cf. [7, 141). The 
results below are true no matter what definition of wDO’s one uses, but are 
most easily proved with this one. 
We now add a constraint on V, essentially due to [lo], which guarantees 
that symbols can be composed and have adjoints. Below (u) = (1 + 1 u ] ‘) 1’2. 
DEFINITION 1.3. V is a temperate potential if 
P-(x +Y) + VI) < wY(w + PI> 
for some real constants C, k > 0, and 1 E r. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let V be a positive, temper&e potential, and let 
a E SE,‘,,, b E S:fA. Then a w o b w E 5Yi7’i mz, with symbol a # b(x, <, A) = 
(lb?)-” j a(x+x,, t+tl, A) b(x+x,, <+r2, ~)...e2iu(x1~rl:X2,[2) dx, dx,, 
dr, dr2, where u(x,, c, ; x2, r2) = r2 . x1 - r2 . x2. Moreover 
+ S,(x, t-3 A) with S, E S~f~m2-N 
(arrows point towards the factor to be d@erentiated). 
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Proof: ‘The formula for a # b is easy to compute and can be found in 
[7, 141; the asymptotic expansion can be found there as well, except for our 
particular error estimate. Thus we only show a # b E S~;~“‘*; the proof for 
S, is simihu. To see that l@fa # bj < C,,(H + IA11’2(m1tm2-‘Bi), it suffices 
to consider I/31 = 0; else differentiate under the integral sign, producing a sum 
of integrals which can be handled as in the I/? = 0 case. The main point in 
estimating la # b I is that the following Peetre-type inequality holds: 
w(~+YYr+rl)+I~l) *“* < C(~)(JJ)““(H(X, c) + Ill)*“*. Indeed, 
(4 IT+ VI2 + w +Y) + lW2 < cc+ ItI’ + f Id2 + (Y)“(W) + IW” 
< c(r>(V>““(~ lrl* + W) + lW2; 
while for tie exponent - f, substitute x = (x + v) -y and l= (r + u) - q 
into the abllve. 
Consequmtly, a simple integration by parts yields the desired bound 
la # t(x, t, A)1 = (27~~~ j (x2)~2’1(D~,)2’1(x,)~21’(D12)2”(t2)~2” 
x (D,i)21~(~,)-21~(Dx2)2’~ ( (a@ + x,, t + t,, A> 
x b(x+x,,<+<,,A)e ioh-~.l~:Q.h) dx, dx2 d<, d(,) 
q c (x2)-*‘~(xy~(~l)-*‘~(~2)-*‘~ 1 
x (H(x +x1 3 r + r,) + l~l)““’ 
x (H(x + x, , t + t2) + I A I)‘-‘* dx dx, &, dt, 
since derivittives decrease all factors, <C(H(x, <) + Ii I)(ml + m2”2 by applying 
Peetre and choosing 1, large enough to overcome the factors of (x,)~~‘*~~‘*, 
((l)ml’2, et 2, and render the integral absolutely convergent. 
Moreover, the adjoint formula is 
aw(x, D, A)* = (5(x, t, A))“‘. 
In particular, real-valued symbols define self-adjoint operators. We next turn 
to the coristruction of pseudo-differential approximations to the powers 
(H - A)s. “he well-known recipe for this simply requires (H - l)s to be a 
symbol; w(: therefore add a new constraint on V(x) which insures in fact that 
(H - A)s E S;,, . 
DEFINIT ON 1.4. V is a regular potential if VE C”O(lR”) and la,“Vl< 
c,(v+ 1). 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. Zf V is regular, then (H - 1)’ E Sz,, . 
Proof First, (H(x, <) - 1) E Si,A ; indeed, mixed derivatives vanish, one 
has two trivial l-derivatives to check, while x-derivative estimates follow 
from regularity since they say la~(Z!Z - n)l< C,(Z-Z + 11 I). For s # 1, the 
chain rule says 
Each term is bounded by a constant times 
(fz-A)s-" fi (H+ lAl)1-1"j1'2 < (H+ 111)"-101'2 for 1 E Z 
j=l 
since (H - A) E Si,, . 
To construct a left approximate resolvent is to construct a symbol 
r,Jx, c, 1) so that r: o (H - ,I) = 1 + Sl, where S, E S;,; ; equivalently 
r, # (Z-Z - I) = 1 + S,. As usual, one substitutes the expansion r, = r- 2 + 
c3 + .*a + rmN, with r-*-,,, E S;,i-“‘, into the asymptotic expansion 
. Cd. 
rN#(H-A)= F1 -L. 
jz j! ( 1 
+- ‘r,Jx,&l) 
( 
z$-jf-$J’(H--A.) 
+ S,(x, r, 1) 
and solves for r-2-m recursively, order by order, so that the sum equals 1. 
This yields r-*(x, c, A) = (H - A)-’ and 
r -*-,=-(H-I)- \‘ 
k<m 
We will need to understand the dependence on I: 
PROPOSITION 1.3. r-2-m(x, t, 1) = CIm121c,cm(H - A>Y- rm dX9 0 
where [m/2] is the least integer greater than m/2, and r,,,,(x, {) E Si’,im is a 
polynomial in l and in V and its derivatives 3: V, I a I < m. 
Proof. We reason inductively. For m = 0, this is clear. Assuming for 
k < m - 1, we look to the formula for r-2-m. Derivatives to the right 
contribute no ,I, and only some possible factors of c or of derivatives of V. 
Derivatives to the left either differentiate a (H-L)-‘-’ or an rm,,, and in 
either case contribute expressions of the right form. The only question is then 
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the limits on 1. But each term in the sum for r-*-,,, lies in S-2-m, and If.1 
similarly for each term after one expands by Leibniz laws, as one easily sees 
by induction. So, defining r,,,,, as the coefftcient of (H - A) -I-’ we note that 
. (H-1)-‘-’ E S;:-“’ implies r I E Stim. But r,,, , is a polynomial in 
2;: ,..., 8; b-, and consequently its &der 21’- m > 0. sinally, the highest 
power of (Y - 1))’ comes about when one throws all derivatives on factors 
of (H - n) -,l and counts this number, which is easily checked to be m. 
All psetdo-differential approximations arise in the following way. One 
writes f(li) = (1/2ni) (rf(I)(H - A)-’ d,l for holomorphic f by the 
holomorphic functional calculus for unbounded operators. One then defines 
the ~00 f ,W(H) = (1/2ni) I, f(I) I’,@) dI with symbol 
by formally computing the residue. The error in so approximatingf(H) is 
(l/274 (,.,‘(,I) Sz(il)(H--,I)-’ d& which we will see how to measure in the 
next secticn (by a bonatide convergent integral). In particular, we will be 
interested in the special cases: 
(1) J‘(,I) = (,I + 1)‘. This yields a ~00 approximation to (H + 1)’ 
which we ,vrite H,W, where 
H,(x, I!) = 5 KT 
T(s t 1) 
m=O ImlZ~l<m rdXp Cl T(s - I) i-Q+ 1) 
(H(x, t) + I)‘-‘. 
(2) J”(l) = e-‘*, Letting .s”‘(t,x, D,) be higher ~00 terms and the 
error, e-” = (e- tH(x*O)w + d”(t, x, 0,). (F or V(x) = V. ] x Ik one could use 
large N to write out the full asymptotic expansion in t for the heat kernel, if 
one wishec .) 
We conc:lude this section by recalling some well known principles of I,vDO 
theory thal we will use repeatedly. First, if a”‘(~, D,) is a trace class operator 
whose symbol a(x, <) E L ‘(lR:~&, then tr a”‘(~, Dx) = j a(x, r) dx d< [7]. 
Secondly, :he correspondence a(x, c) + a “(x, Dx) is an isometry of L 2(R:“,) 
onto the :-Iilbert-Schmidt operators on L2(lR”) (cf. [6,7]). This follows 
because t te Hilbert-Schmidt operators are exactly those with square 
integrable kernels, and hence symbols; and by the previous remark, tr AB* = 
j a # 6(x, 4 dx & = j a@, t) b(x, 0 dx dt, as one may readily verify, so the 
corresponcence is isometric. Third, we will for convenience rely on the 
Calderon-Vaillancourt theorem: if a E C”O(lR$) and ]a:@~] < CaO, then 
uw(x,D,) is bounded on L2 and Ilu”(x,Dx)(( < Cmax,,,+,,,,,{C,,} for 
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some I, (cf. [2,6]). Finally, we will use the following compactness lemma: if 
u(x,~)E C”O(lRf~J and ]a(~, ()I-+0 as 1x1 + ]<I- 0, then aw(x,Dx) is 
compact on L*(R”) (cf. [6, Theorem 3.1.3(b)]. 
2. WEIGHTED SOBOLEV SPACES AND OPERATOR THEORY 
We now bring in the weighted Sobolev spaces of [I] in order to measure 
the sizes of a”‘(~, D,) E 9;. Our main applications of the operator theory 
will be: 
(2.1) SQUARE ROOT LEMMA. Define dm by the spectral theorem. 
Then dwI = Hy,z + B, where B is bounded. 
(2.2) HEAT EQUATION LEMMA. Define e-‘” by the spectral theorem. 
Then eetH is truce class for regular, temperate potentials V(x) - V, Ix Ik us 
[xl+ 03, k > 0. Moreover, eptH = (e-tH(x,l))w + e”‘(t, x, D,), where eW is 
truce class and tr e”‘(t, x, D,) = O(t . tr(e-‘“)“). 
The weighted Sobolev spaces are defined by: 
DEFINITION 2.1. &“sl is the completion of 7 under the norm ]I u/Is = 
jl(H + Z)s’2uII,,, where ]I. ]I,, is the L2 norm and (H +1)‘12 is defined by the 
spectral theorem (since (H + I)s’2 > I, this is well defined). 
From Section 1, we may write 
(H + I)“’ = H$(x, D) + Fs12, where H,,, E Sk 
and FS,2 = (-1/2rri) j,(A + 1)” S,“(il)(H - A)-’ d1 with S,(A) E S;,: (the 
integral for FS,2 converges in many norms, e.g., on L’). 
Our first proposition gives bounds for v/DO’s on these spaces. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let P,=P”‘(x,Dx,A)E~~,,. Then Pn:R~-+R~-’ 
is continuous for t > s with bound lIPAIl,,,-, < C lA(S’2fir s > 0, C lAl(S-t)‘2 
fors<t<0,undC~~~“‘2jiors<O<t. 
Proof. Write u EZ; as (H + I)-m’2v with v E L2. To bound 
IIPn~llm-t = ll(H t I)(m-t)‘2 P,(H t I)-m’2v]],, in terms of ll(H t I)-m’2vllm is 
just to bound (H t QrnPt’* P,(H + I)-m’2 on L*. With the implicit N to be 
chosen later, write this as 
H~~-t,,2P~HW-m,2--F(,-t,,,P,H~,,,--H~~-t,,,P,F-,,,+F~,-t,,2P~F-m,2 
(we abuse notation by not distinguishing ~DO’S defined via right versus left 
pseudo-resolvents). 
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The first term is a ~00 with symbol H+-t,lZ f PA # HP,,,,,. Since 
&c?;H,,- ‘j/7 # P, # H-,,2I < C&l + H(x, <))‘“-“‘‘-““(H(x, <) + IAl)“” 
(H + 1) -ICI/* we see that the symbol is bounded with bounded derivatives if 
t > s. The Jounds are 
< ~‘“3: sx”p, C,,(l + H(x, W”‘(H(x, W”‘(H(x, 0 + PI)““. 
I, . 
If s > 0, the maximum is attained at a finite (x, <) so the result is - lk1”‘2; if 
s < t < 0 cne uses t/2 factors of (H(x, c) + IA I) to cancel (1 + H(x, t))-“* 
and uses the remaining factors to get - IA I’-“*, and similarly for the last 
case. The c:onclusion follows by Calderon and Vaillancourt. 
The set lnd term is (1/27ri) (& + l)(“-‘)‘*(H -P)- ’ S,3) PA HY,,, dp. 
Now S,w(u 1 P, HW,,, is a ~00 whose symbol satisfies 
la;&,(u) # PA #H-J < C,,(H + l~l)-~(H + ILl)““(H + l)Y” 
x (H + l)-‘“I’. 
Choose h so that -N + s/2 + (m - t)/2 - m/2 < 1. By Calderon and 
Vaillancourt 
Il(H-p-’ S;(,u)P,HW,,,II < lpi-* IpIp(m-t)‘2’(H+ 1))““(H+ 1A/)“‘2 
x (H + l)““(H + l)-m’2, 
so we get :ur absolutely converged integral bounded by JIz/“*, which is better 
than requiied. The third term is the same and the fourth is easier. 
COROLL \RY 2.2. dm~ = H:,* + F,,, with F,,, bounded. 
To prove the heat equation lemma, we will need to discuss trace class 
properties If operators bounded on these A?‘; spaces. From 
< IIW +VA llo.o Itr(H +T”l = IIA llo,2s ItrW + V”I 
we see tha A is trace class if A E iki;” and (H + I)-” is trace class. 
Now (H + I)-’ is trace class when (H + I)-“* is Hilbert-Schmidt; since 
(H + I)-“! = Hz2 + Fs,*, it is Hilbert-Schmidt when H,“;, and Fs,2 are. Hs2 
is Hilberl-Schmidt, in turn, when Hs12(x, <) E L2(R~~t), i.e., when 
(H(x, 0 + l)-“* EL*. Under the assumption V(x) - V, lxlk as 1x(-+ co, 
this occur: when (r = 1x1, p = I<[) (p’ + rk)-spn-lrn-l Q (prk’2)-spn-1~n-1 
is integrable, so choose s min{ 1, k/2} > n. For similar simple reasons, Fsi2 is 
Hilbert-Schmidt as well for large N, so we may conclude for these s that 
(H + 1))’ is. 
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We may now prove the heat equation lemma: 
Proposition 2.3 (Proof). From Section 1, we may write 
e -tJf = (e- tH(xJy + Eyt, x, D,), 
where 
EW@,X,Dx)= f v 
rn=l tm/2f&m ( rm,,(x, 6) ; e-tH(x.q w (x, 0,) 
+&i e-‘*Sz(A)(H-A)-’ dA. 
r 
Now S;(J) is trace class for large N, and choosing N very large Itr S~@)i < 
C IIXV>llo,s = O(l~l’“-N”2), w  h ere s > -N is such that (H + I)’ is trace 
class. So ItrJre -“S,W(H-A)-*dAI < CJ,/e-“1 (Al(s-N)‘2 [,I-‘dA= 
O(t’N-S”2). Consequently this part of the error is negligible. On the other 
hand, the ~00 part of sW is trace class because it has a smooth, rapidly 
decaying symbol. And its trace is a sum of terms like 
e-tH’Xv%-,,,(x, ?J dx d< 
= fl-W2tnlk) e-(I2t I+. 
I 
m,l(t-“kX, t - I”<) dx d< 
< ct~-Wt~lk) 
J 
e-tt2+iX1k,(t-1~2 + t-l lXlk + 1)‘2’-W/Z dx& 
as t + 0, since the m = 1 term rp3 = 0. But tr(etH(x,t))w - Ct-(ni2+nik) as 
t -+ 0 in the same way, so 
tr e-I” = tr(e-tH)w + O(t tr(e-“‘)“) 
= tr(e-‘“)++ + O(t(tr e-tH)). 
We finish this section by remarking that (H-n))’ is easily seen to be 
compact: Indeed (H - A)-’ = r: + S,W(H - A) -I, and both r: and SE are 
compact if V(x) - V, lxlk by the compactness criterion that their symbols 
are smooth and vanish at co. Consequently, we can justify the assertion that 
spec(H)=O<L,<L,... co. 
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3. THE AVERAGING THEOREM 
In this section we will compare classical and quantum mean values in the 
high energy limit. By mean values, we mean the averages of operators and 
symbols relative to two basic “ensembles” of statistical mechanics [ 121: 
(i) Zanonical averages (a)(t) = (J ePfH@,l) dx &)-I J e-r”(x*L)a(x, 0 
dx d<. 
(ii) Volume averages (a)(E) = (l/vol(H Q E)) (,,(, a(x, <) dx dr (6’ 
in [12]). 
Correspondingly, we have on the quantum side: 
(i) :A)(t) = (tr ePtH)--l tr(AewfH), 
(ii) :A)@) = (rank ,)-I tr(n,dn,), 
where 7cE is the orthogonal projection onto the span of the eigenfunctions of 
H of eigenvalue @. In this section we will show that when the limits exist, 
lim,,,(a)(E) = liml~,(a)(t), that lim,l&)(t) = lim,,,(A)(E) and that 
lim,,,(a)(t) = lim,l,,(A)(t), thus completing the circle. As one might suspect, 
coexistence, and equality of the classical limits follows from Abelian- 
Tauberian theory once suitable assumptions are made on V(x) and on 
u(x, c); 1ik:wise for the quantum limits. The classical quantum equality will 
of course follow from the heat equation lemma of Section 2. 
We will assume: 
(3.1). V(x) N V0 ]X]k as Ix]+ co, for a real k > 0 in the sense that V(x) = 
V, ]xlk + IV(x), where W(x) = o(Ixlk), and 
(3.2). lin,,, E(E) = a for some a, where c(E) = (l/S(E)) J,=, u(x, <) 
Idx A dr/dY I is the surface average of a, i.e., s(E) = l,_, (dx A d</dHI is 
the surface area. 
These a jsumptions will allow us to apply a standard Abelian theorem. 
Indeed, 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let u(A) = vol(H(x, 0 <A) and s(A) be us above. 
Then v(A) v vA”/~‘“~~ and s(A) N sl”12+“lk- us A -+ co. 
ProoJ v(L) = I &(H(x, r) - A) dx d5; 6- being the characteristic 
function 01’ [-co, 01. 
=IS”-‘1 jR;dxjomS-(;p2+ V(x)-l)p”-‘dp @=lrl> 
=-- 2”‘2 I,““- ’ I jRn (1 - V(x))“:’ dx (x, = x for x > 0,O for x < 0) 
x 
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= c,l”l’JRn (1 -n-V, ]xlk -n-‘W(x))+ dx 
= c ” A*‘2+n’k I 
IRn (1 - V, ]x]k -n-‘W@“kX))“,I%fX. 
Since the support of the integrand is bounded for L ) 1 and since 
lim,,, J - ’ W(,I llkx) = 0 for each x by assumption, the integral approaches 
JRn( 1 - V, ]x]“)y’ dx by dominated convergence. Collecting constants yields 
v(k) - v * 1 n’2+n’k. A similar argument shows s(A) - ~1”“+“‘~-’ with s = 
IS”-‘I iF2-’ J&I - v, lxlk)y2-1 dx. 
Now we compare the means of the symbol a(x, <). 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Under assumptions (3.1) and (3.2), we have 
,‘\l (a)(E) = l$n(u)(t) = a. 
ProoJ Let dp(E) be the measure d(E) S(E) dE on [0, a~]. Then 
I H<l a(x, r) dx dc = It dp(E) while s e-t”(x71)u(x, 0 dx d< = l,” CfEH(E) 
s(E) dE = sp ewfE dp(E); so we are comparing the divergence as I + co of 
p[O, A] to that of its Laplace transform Y[p](t) as t 1 0. A standard Abelian 
theorem (cf. [15, p. 1821 says that if ,u[O, A] - AIZY/r(y + 1) then L&](t) - 
AteY as t 10. 
Our assumption on a(x, <) is that d(E) s(E) - asE”‘2+“‘k-‘, whence 
p[O, E] - ~sE”‘~~“‘~/r(n/2 + n/k + 1); so L@](t) - ust-(n’2+n’k’. But we 
have 1: s(E) dE - SE n’2+n’k/I@/2 + n/k + 1) and so J”,” e-‘Es(E) dE - 
st-(“‘2+n’k). Taking quotients, we get limE+oo(a)(E) = a = lim,I,(a)(t). 
EXAMPLE. Let V(x)=xk, S, = {(x,c)I H(x, r) =E} and let a -a, + 
a-, t ***, apj E S,j SO la_j(rl’kX, z”~~)/ < Cr-“’ on S, . Then C(E) = 
(l/s(E)) I,, a(x, <) Idx A d</dHI = (En’k+“‘2-1/s(E)) (s, a(E’lkx, E1’2<) 
I& A dt/dZ-II + (l/s) I,, a,*(~, <) ]dw A d</dHI, where a,*(~, <) = lim,,, 
a(E’Ikx, E’/‘<), assuming this limit exists and is integrable. 
sin log(H(x, r) + 1) = a&, r) is an example where the limit does not exist; a 
quotient P,(H(x, r))/Q,(H(x, <)) = a,(~, <) of polynomials of the same 
degree in H is an example where it does. We now turn to the correspondence 
between classical quantum averages. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. The classical and quantum canonical averages are 
asymptotic: limll,(a)(t) = lim,l,,(A)(t) under assumptions (3.1~(3.2). 
Proof. From the heat equation lemma, Proposition 2.3, we may write 
e -‘ff = (e-fH)w t eW(t, x, D,), 
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where 
Therefore 
I tr sW(t, x, Dx)] = O(t . tr(e-‘“)“). 
tr AepfH = trA(e-‘H)W + trAeW(t) 
= 
I’ 
a(x, () e-‘H(x,l) dx d< + O(t . tr(e-‘“)“) 
since ]tr,lsw] < ]]A (] ]tr sW]. So (A)(t) = [J (e-fH(X*l) dx&)(l + O(t))]-’ 
[J a(x, <) e-lH(x, 0 + O(te-‘“‘“9”) dx do] N (a)(t) as t 1 0. The latter limit 
exists, and therefore so does the former. 
Finally, we show equivalence of the quantum averages. 
PROPOSTION 3.7. lim,,,(rank 7~~))’ tr(n,An,) exists and equals 
lim,i,(tr em *“)-’ tr Ae-‘“. 
Proof. We have just seen that the second limit exists. Following the 
notation If [4], let r&I) = tr z,Az, = Cscn(Awj, wj). Then dq/dJ = 
Cz ,(Avj, vj) 6(A - Aj) and its Laplace transform Y(dp/dI)(t) = 
J?y= ,(Av~. vi) e-l)’ = tr Ae-‘” - ust-(n’2+“‘k’. Consequently, Karamata’s 
Tauberian applies (cf. [15, p. 192]), and yields (i q’(I)M = q(E) N 
u~E(“‘~+““)/T(n/2 + n/k + 1). Setting u(x, <) = 1, we get (rank n,) - 
sE(““+“‘~) ‘T(n/2 + n/k + 1) and therefore the quotient (rank 71,))’ 
tr(rc&rc,) VE+m u wtl,, (tr eel”-’ tr AeptH, as desired. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let p(A) be a polynomial on I?. Then 
lim - 
1 
-tr n,P(A)7r, = lim 
1 
A-+CO I,ank rA .a-+00 vol(H < 1) I 
p(a(x, <)I dx &-. 
H$* 
Proof: P(A) E ip;, with symbol p(u(x, 4)) t r_ ,(x, 0, r-, E S, I. 
Consequertly, the mean value of its symbol is that of p(u(x, 0). But 
Propositio:ls 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 show that in the “high energy” limit, Heaviside 
ensemble r.verages of P(A) and of its symbol are equal. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let v* be the measure vn(f) = CJ+df(A) vj, vj) for 
fE C(lR), i.e., v1 = Cn,cn,avj in the notation of [16]. Then (l/rank nA) vat 
has a wea,c limit p as i -+ a), where 
1 
pdf) = !‘-mm vol(H < /I) I f@(x, 0) dx dt;. u<* 
Proof. Let polynomials pj +f uniformly on an interval containing 
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Spec(A) and range a. It is easy to check that ,u is a measure, and that the 
limit of (l/rank II~) vA is a measure; since they agree on polynomials, they 
are the same. 
4. THE SZEG~ THEOREM 
Our aim in this section is to prove the following Szegii type theorem from 
the averaging theorem of Section 3. 
THEOREM 4.1. If a, V satisfy (3.1)-(3.2), then the sequence of measures 
l/rank pA defined by (l/rank ~~3) pAdf) = (l/rank n,) trf(xAArrA) also has 
the previous weak limit 
p(J)= lim 
1 
a+00 vol(H< A) j 
./-(4x, 0 t-lx &. 
H(1 
Proof: We follow along the lines laid down in [ 161; see that paper or [4] 
for amplification. It will as above sufftce to check equality of the limits on 
polynomials. One then only needs to check that (l/rank x6) tr(a,dn,)” = 
(l/rank x,)(tr xA,4”zA + o(rank nn)) for each n, and apply the averaging 
theorem to the right side. So one writes n,A%i = n,A(n, + &A e.. Ax, = 
(x,An,)” + terms with a factor of z,Ani. One then needs to check that the 
trace of a term with a factor of ~,ATc,~ is o(rank zn). By Cauchy-Schwarz, 
this follows if the Hilbert-Schmidt norm (jznAnill, = o(v’%l$. Writing 
Il~&,lll: = Il~‘nA@~+s -~A: + ll~/xA@ ,,,)“\l~ (near and far off diagonal 
terms), for arbitrary 6, one estimates the terms separately. For technical 
reasons, replace H by fi = H,,, + B with H,,, E 9’; and B bounded on L2 
(see the “square-root” lemma of Section 3); likewise replace x1 by P,, the 
corresponding spectral projections for a. Since PA = z12 we need 
IIP,AP,III, = o(dq). N ow write PAi for wAi @ I@. and note P,,AP, = 
(A, -b-‘hJ4 @I P,, - Thus IlP,AG’,+, -hII! + IIP,A(P,+,)‘llf G 
l$$PA t s - PA) + E’ ]I [A, \/r-r]]1 rank P,. But rank(P, + 6 - PA) - 
2(fl/ztfl/k) _ AZ(n/z+n/k)) = o(A2(n/ztn/k)) = o(rank p) while the 
second term is -a-2 rank PA since [A, fl] is bounded. Since 6-2 is 
arbitrarily small, one must have 1) P,APiI(: = o(rank PA), which settles the 
matter. 
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